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Cautionary statement regarding forward-looking statements
This presentation may include forward-looking statements that reflect our current views with respect to future 
events and financial performance. Such statements are provided under the “safe harbor” protection of the Private 
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements include all statements that do not relate 
solely to historical or current facts, and can generally be identified by words or phrases written in the future tense 
and/or preceded by words such as “likely,” “should,” “may,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “seeks,” “believes,” 
“estimates,” “expects” or similar words or variations thereof, or the negative thereof, references to future periods, 
or by the inclusion of forecasts or projections, but these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying such 
statements. Examples of forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements we make 
regarding our outlook, financial guidance, the market, industry and macroeconomic environment, our business, 
growth strategies, product development efforts and future expenses, customer growth and statements reflecting 
our expectations about our ability to execute on our strategic plans, achieve future growth and profitability and 
achieve our financial goals.     

Forward-looking statements in this presentation are based on our current expectations and assumptions regarding 
our business, the economy and other future conditions. Because forward-looking statements relate to the future, 
by their nature, they are subject to inherent uncertainties, risks and changes in circumstances that are difficult to 
predict. As a result, our actual results may differ materially from those contemplated by the forward-looking 
statements. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking 
statements include the following: an outbreak of disease, global or localized health pandemic or epidemic, or the 
fear of such an event (such as the COVID-19 global pandemic), including the global economic uncertainty and 
measures taken in response; the short- and long-term effects of the COVID-19 global pandemic, including the 
pace of recovery or any future resurgence; the ongoing hostility between Russia and Ukraine and global 
geopolitical tension and the related impact on macroeconomic conditions; actual or potential changes in 
international, national, regional and local economic, business and financial conditions, including recessions, 
inflation, rising interest rates, volatility in the capital markets and related market uncertainty; the impact of 
worsening macroeconomic conditions on our new and existing customers, and the related impacts on our ability to 
acquire new customers and generate additional revenue from existing customers; our inability to generate 
substantially all of our revenue and cash flows from sales of subscriptions to our platform and any decline in 
demand for our platform and the data we offer; the competitiveness of the market in which we operate and our 
ability to compete effectively; the failure to maintain and improve our platform, or develop new modules or insights 
for healthcare commercial intelligence; the inability to obtain and maintain accurate, comprehensive or reliable 
data, which could result in reduced demand for our platform; the risk that our recent growth rates may not be 
indicative of our future growth; the inability to achieve or sustain profitability in the future compared to historical 
levels as we increase investments in our business; the loss of our access to our data providers; the failure to 
respond to advances in healthcare commercial intelligence; an inability to attract new customers and expand 
subscriptions of current customers; the risk of cyber-attacks and security vulnerabilities; litigation, investigations 
or other legal, governmental or regulatory actions; and the possibility that our security measures are breached or 
unauthorized access to data is otherwise obtained.   

Additional factors or events that could cause our actual performance to differ from these forward-looking 
statements may emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for us to predict all of them. Should one or more 
of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should any of our assumptions prove incorrect, our actual financial 
condition, results of operations, future performance and business may vary in material respects from the 

performance projected in these forward-looking statements.

For additional discussion of factors that could impact our operational and financial results, refer to our Annual 
Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021 and our Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, 
Current Reports on Form 8-K and other subsequent SEC filings, which are or will be available on the Investor 
Relations page of our website at ir.definitivehc.com and on the SEC website at www.sec.gov.  

All information in this presentation speaks only as of the date on which it is made. We undertake no obligation to 
publicly update this information, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, except 
as may be required by law. 

Non-GAAP Financial Measures
The historical financial information in this presentation includes information that is not presented in accordance 
with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”), such as Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted 
Gross Profit, Adjusted Gross Profit Margin, Adjusted EBITDA Margin, Adjusted Operating Profit, Adjusted Net 
Income, Unlevered Free Cash Flow and Unlevered Free Cash Flow Margin. These are supplemental financial 
measures of our performance and should not be considered substitutes for net (loss) income, gross profit or any 
other measure derived in accordance with GAAP. Non-GAAP measures in this presentation may be calculated in 
ways that are not comparable to similarly titled measures reported by other companies. Our presentation of these 
non-GAAP financial measures are intended as supplemental measures of our performance that are not required 
by, or presented in accordance with, GAAP. We do not provide a quantitative reconciliation of the forward-looking 
non-GAAP financial measures included in this presentation to the most directly comparable GAAP measures due to 
the high variability and difficulty to predict certain items excluded from these non-GAAP financial measures; in 
particular, the effects of stock-based compensation expense, taxes and amounts under the exchange tax 
receivable agreement, deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities, and restructuring, integration and 
transaction expenses. We expect the variability of these excluded items may have a significant, and potentially 
unpredictable, impact on our future GAAP financial results. In evaluating our non-GAAP financial measures, you 
should be aware that in the future we may incur expenses similar to those eliminated in these presentations. See 
the appendix to this presentation for a reconciliation of each non-GAAP financial measure to its most directly 
comparable financial measure stated in accordance with GAAP.

References in this presentation to profitability are on an Adjusted EBITDA basis.
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Company overview
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Category-defining software platform 
for healthcare commercial intelligence 
and analytics

Sophisticated healthcare AI engine and
analytics create formidable competitive 
moat and new intelligence exponentially
compounds the strength of our platform

Delivered via mission-critical SaaS platform 
deeply embedded into customer workflow

Demonstrated combination of high 
growth and high profitability at scale –
“Rule of 40” financials1

Experienced management team with track 
record of disruption and innovation

Large and growing $10B+ TAM in 
healthcare market with significant 
expansion opportunities

Investment highlights

1

3

4

5
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1 As used in this presentation, “Rule of 40” refers to the sum of the company’s year over year revenue growth and Adjusted EBITDA or uFCF margin.



Rapidly growing market driven by strong healthcare tailwinds

• Increased regulatory scrutiny

• Stakeholders are focused on measuring outcomes of care 
delivery within the context of cost

• We believe value-based healthcare results in fundamental 
changes to an organization's operating economics, and is 
reliant on data-drive analytics

• Healthcare is over 18% of U.S. GDP in 2021 and growing

• Research suggests overall spend driven by an aging 
population and the emphasis on healthcare spurred by the 
COVID-19 pandemic

• Continued shift to outpatient and ambulatory care creates 
more fragmentation

• COVID-driven acceleration of telemedicine changing how 
care is provided

• We believe the explosion of types and availability of 
information has made healthcare companies more 
data-driven

Expanding 
regulation

Shift to 
value-based care

Growth in U.S. 
healthcare 
spending

Shift to 
ambulatory and 

telemedicine

Exponential 
growth 

of complex data

ESTIMA TED GLOBA L HEA LTHCA RE 
A NA LYTICS MA RKET ($B) 1

$14

$69

2017 2025

Definitive Healthcare is in the early innings of penetrating the large addressable opportunity

1 BIS Research: Global Big Data in Healthcare Market; Analysis and Forecast, 2017-2025

22%
CAGR
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Large and underpenetrated market opportunity

$10B+
TAM1

1 TAM or “Total Addressable Market” refers to the revenue opportunity that we believe is available for our healthcare commercial intelligence platform, a subset of the 
Global Healthcare Analytics Market. See Basis of Presentation for a full explanation of the calculation. 

Diversified

X
All

Providers

X
Top Half

Life
sciences HCIT

X
Top Half

3.0%
Penetrated

3.0K+
Customers today

100K+
Potential customers

6

X
Top Quartile

Existing 
customer ARR  
by segment



Multiple drivers of future growth

Innovate to strengthen 
our platform

Acquire new
customers

Expand with existing 
customers

Selective strategic 
acquisitions

7

Multiple levers to drive long-term sustainable growth
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Start with 6,566
METASTATIC LUNG CANCER 

PATIENTS

Adding analysis based on organization-
level claims refines the number of 

patients, but still significantly overstated

Physician-level claims lens alone dramatically 
overstates the number of unique patients

Mapping DH reference and 
affiliation data with claims provides 
the true number of unique patients

Looks like 1,294
METASTATIC LUNG CANCER 

PATIENTS

Actually only 744
METASTATIC LUNG CANCER 

PATIENTS

At one midwestern IDN in 2021…

The Atlas Dataset delivers the true picture 
of your target market 
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One physician group has 820 physicians 
practicing at 250 locations. Claims data 
alone doesn’t show where the doctors 
actually see patients.

Due to centralized billing, 72% of 
claims flowed through one NPI --
which isn’t even a practice location

Using claims data alone, sales reps 
would have gone to a billing office 

– where no doctors practiced!

By matching reference and affiliation data 
to claims, the reps can identify all 250 

practice locations – with addresses and 
specific doctors who practice there.

Reps go to the right location, 
prepared to have a personalized 

conversation with the doctor.

A pharmaceutical firm wanted 
to find the doctors who could 
prescribe their drug…

The Atlas Dataset gets your sales team to 
the right locations where the buyers are
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Experienced and innovative 
management team

10

CEO 
with extensive experience 
leading healthcare SaaS  
companies at-scale

ORGA NIZA TION
with winning culture; 
recognized Best Place to 
Work in Massachusetts 
among "Large" companies five 
years in a row  (#1 in 2019)

LEA DERSHIP TEA M 
with passion for
healthcare and growth-
centric mindset

Jason Krantz
Founder & Exec. Chairman

Rick Booth
Chief Financial Officer

Kate Shamsuddin Jensen
Chief Product Officer

Joe Mirisola
Chief Revenue Officer

Scott Oberlink
Chief Technology Officer

Tom Penque
Chief Talent Officer

Robert Musslewhite
CEO FOUNDER & CHA IRMA N

with bold vision; named 
Entrepreneur of the Year,
New England in 2020

Justin Steinman
Chief Marketing Officer

Ram Sharma
EVP, Life Sciences

Jon Maack
President



Selected videos about Definitive Healthcare

Definitive Healthcare
“explainer” video

(2 MINUTES)
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Definitive Healthcare
product demonstration video

(10 MINUTES)

Definitive Healthcare 
corporate introduction

(30 MINUTES)

https://youtu.be/48pPaodgNJY
https://youtu.be/48pPaodgNJY
https://www.definitivehc.com/ir-videos
https://www.definitivehc.com/ir-videos
https://www.definitivehc.com/ir-videos
https://www.definitivehc.com/ir-videos
https://www.definitivehc.com/ir-videos
https://youtu.be/48pPaodgNJY
https://www.definitivehc.com/ir-videos
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Financial highlights



Platform scale
$242M
Q4’22 Revenue
Run Rate

Financial highlights
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EX CEPTIONA L PROFITA BILITYHIGH A ND SUSTA INA BLE GROW TH 
INTO LA RGE MA RKET

V ISIBILITY  A ND CONSISTENCY

SaaS business model
98%
Subscription Revenue
(2022)

Strong land and expand
103%
Net Dollar Retention
Customers >$17.5K ARR

Early penetration of growing TAM
$10B+
TAM

Efficient GTM
>7.9x
2022 LTV / CAC

Our business model combines growth, profitability and visibility

34%
2022
Revenue Growth

High gross margin
88%
2022 Adj. Gross Margin1

Diversified customer base
3,000+ 
Total Customers as of December 31, 2022 
(none >2% of Revenue)

High profitability
24%
2022 uFCF Margin1

Long-term visibility
60%
Multi-Year Contracts (as of Q4’22)

Note: Figures shown are as of or for the 3 months ended December 31, 2022, unless indicated otherwise. See Basis of Presentation for definitions of Revenue Run Rate, LTV, CAC and Net Dollar Retention
1 Non-GAAP measure. See Appendix for a reconciliation of the non-GAAP measure to the most directly comparable financial measure stated in accordance with GAAP.



Strong and durable revenue growth

$118

$166

$223

2020 2021 2022

Annual revenue ($M)

14

Enterprise customers
(# CUSTOMERS >$100K ARR)

292 

417 

538 

2020 2021 2022

2,000+   2,500+                   3,000+                                   
Total customers



Net dollar retention

Note: See Basis of Presentation for definitions of Net Dollar Retention 15

All customers

Customers
>$17,500 ARR

Enterprise 
Customers
>$100,000 ARR

105% NDR 108% NDR 102% NDR

108% NDR
94% of ARR

111% NDR
96% of ARR

103% NDR
97% of ARR

124% NDR
53% of ARR

120% NDR
57% of ARR

110% NDR
61% of ARR

2020 2021 2022
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Growth and profitability

Historical framework

GROWTH

PROFITABILITY
Attractive 

profitability

Attractive 
growth

Confidence in drivers

Culture of measurement

Profitability drivers

 High gross margins

 Economies of scale with G&A after 
absorbing public company costs

 Investing in sales capacity and product 
development

Growth drivers

 Early penetration into large, growing market

 Efficient GTM with high LTV to CAC

 High-velocity product development engine

Note: See Basis of Presentation for definitions of Gross Margin, LTV, and CAC



Q4 results
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Q4 performance
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Comments

 Revenue - 4% or $2.1 beat vs. midpoint

 Adj. Operating Profit – 5% or $0.8 million beat 

vs. midpoint

 Adjusted EBITDA – 3% or $0.5 beat vs. midpoint

 Adjusted Net Income - 62% or $4.0 beat vs. 

midpoint

 Adjusted EPS - $0.07, $0.04 above midpoint

Solid execution against guidance

$ MILLIONS, except per share info Fourth Quarter 2022 Guidance Range

Revenue $60.6 $58.0 - 59.0
% growth 31% 25% - 27%

Adjusted Operating Profit $16.3 $15.0 - 16.0
% of revenue 27% 26% - 27%

Adjusted EBITDA $17.0 $16.0 - 17.0
% of revenue 28% 28% - 29% 

Adjusted Net Income $10.5 $6.0 - 7.0

Adjusted EPS $0.07 $0.03 - 0.04



Key shareholder statistics
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Key shareholder statistics as of 12/31/2022 Public Shares Minority Interest Combined

(Class A Shares) (Class B Shares)

Vested shares
Sponsor ownership (as-if converted) 65,278,297         24,172,627            89,450,924    
Management, Directors & employees 206,983             24,751,325            24,958,308    
Float 39,652,993        39,652,993    

Vested (as-if converted) 105,138,273       48,923,952           154,062,225   

% Controlling vs NCI 68.2% 31.8% 100%

Float as % 37.7% 25.7%
Management, Directors & employees 0.2% 50.6% 16.2%
Sponsor ownership (as-if converted) 62.1% 49.4% 58.1%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Comments

 9k class B shares were exchanged into class 
A public shares in the quarter

 0.2M class A shares issued from RSU vesting 
in the quarter

 Minority interest decreased to 31.8% from 
36.4% at 12/31/21

 Effective non-GAAP tax rate increased to 18.4% 
in Q4 from 17.8% in Q3 
(68.3% vested Pubco shares x 27% tax rate)1

 As of 12/31/22, there are 3.6M unvested Class 
A RSU's and 1.5M unvested Class B MIUs

1 Non-GAAP tax rate is based on prior quarter end controlling 
interest % applied to statutory tax rate


Simplified view at Dec 31, 2022

				2022 Unit Exchange Impact				Public Shares		Minority Interest		Combined

								(Class A Shares)		(Class B Shares)



				Vested shares - 12/31/2021				97,030,095		55,488,221		152,518,316

						%		63.6%		36.4%		100.0%



						Q1 2022 Exchange Impact		544,302		(544,302)		- 0

						Q1 2022 Vesting		- 0		96,191		96,191



				Vested shares -3/31/2022				97,574,397		55,040,110		152,614,507

						%		63.9%		36.1%		100.0%



						Q2 2022 Exchange Impact		2,898,589		(2,898,589)		- 0

						Q2 2022 Vesting		11,729		54,671		66,400



				Vested shares -6/30/2022				100,484,715		52,196,192		152,680,907

						%		65.8%		34.2%		100.0%				NCI ownership decreased 1.9% in Q2



						Q3 2022 Exchange Impact		4,172,933		(4,172,933)		- 0

						Q3 2022 Vesting		304,317		755,515		1,059,832



				Vested shares -9/30/2022				104,961,965		48,778,774		153,740,739

						%		68.3%		31.7%		100.0%				NCI ownership decreased 2.5% in Q3



						Q4 2022 Exchange Impact		8,830		(8,830)		- 0

						Q4 2022 Vesting		167,478		154,008		321,486



				Vested shares -12/31/2022				105,138,273		48,923,952		154,062,225

						%		68.2%		31.8%		100.0%				NCI ownership increased 1.0% in Q4







				Key shareholder statistics as of 12/31/2022				Public Shares		Minority Interest		Combined		Comments

								(Class A Shares)		(Class B Shares)						

				Vested shares												=		9k class B shares were exchanged into class A public shares in the quarter

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				65,278,297		24,172,627		89,450,924

				Management, Directors & employees				206,983		24,751,325		24,958,308				=		0.2M class A shares issued from RSU vesting in the quarter

				Float				39,652,993				39,652,993

				Vested (as-if converted) 				105,138,273		48,923,952		154,062,225				=		Minority interest  decreased to 31.8% from 36.4% at 12/31/21



				% Controlling vs NCI				68.2%		31.8%		100%

																=		Effective non-GAAP tax rate increased to 18.4% in Q4 from 17.8% in Q3 (68.3% vested Pubco shares x 27% tax rate)1

				Float as %				37.7%				25.7%

				Management, Directors & employees				0.2%		50.6%		16.2%				=		As of 12/31/22, there are 3.6M unvested Class A RSU's and 1.5M unvested Class B MIUs

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				62.1%		49.4%		58.1%

								100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																1		Non-GAAP tax rate is based on prior quarter end controlling interest % applied to statutory tax rate



				Key shareholder statistics as of 12/31/2022				Public Shares		Minority Interest		Combined		Comments

								(Class A Shares)		(Class B Shares)						

				Vested shares												=		9k class B shares were exchanged into class A public shares in the quarter

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				65,278,297		24,172,627		89,450,924

				Management, Directors & employees				206,983		24,751,325		24,958,308				=		0.2M class A shares issued from RSU vesting in the quarter

				Float				39,652,993				39,652,993

				Vested (as-if converted) 				105,138,273		48,923,952		154,062,225				=		Minority interest  decreased to 31.8% from 36.4% at 12/31/21



				% Controlling vs NCI				68.2%		31.8%		100%

																=		Effective non-GAAP tax rate increased to 18.4% in Q4 from 17.8% in Q3 (68.3% vested Pubco shares x 27% tax rate)1

				Float as %				37.7%				25.7%

				Management, Directors & employees				0.2%		50.6%		16.2%				=		As of 12/31/22, there are 3.6M unvested Class A RSU's and 1.5M unvested Class B MIUs

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				62.1%		49.4%		58.1%

								100.0%		100.0%		100.0%

																1		Non-GAAP tax rate is based on prior quarter end controlling interest % applied to statutory tax rate
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Balance sheet highlights

Comments

 Cash & Debt – Strong balance sheet 
positions us to move quickly to seize 
opportunities

 Revenue visibility – Subscription 
revenue model provides excellent 
forward visibility and predictability

 cRPO up 18% vs. 34% revenue growth

1. Comprised of $146.9m in cash and cash equivalents and $185.0m of short-term investments.

2. As of Jan 1 the company’s $266.4m of debt is composed of $133.2m at a fixed rate of 3.8%, and $133.2m 
at a floating rate based on SOFR Term equal to 6.2%. Overall rate is 5.0%. Guidance incorporates forward yield 
curve expectations.

3. Defined as total outstanding debt less cash and short-term investments divided by TTM Adjusted EBITDA.

$ MILLIONS, except net leverage ratio DECEMBER 31, 2022 DECEMBER 31, 2021

Cash & Short-term investments $331.9 $387.5 -$55.6 -14%

Total debt outstanding $266.4 $273.3 -$6.9 -3%

Net leverage ratio <0x <0x

Current remaining performance obligations $183.5 $155.1 $28.4 18%

Total remaining performance obligations $277.0 $250.5 $26.5 11%

Deferred revenue $99.9 $84.0 $15.9 19%

AS OF
YoY Growth


AC slide data

								AS OF

						$ MILLIONS, except net leverage ratio		DECEMBER 31, 2022		DECEMBER 31, 2021		YoY Growth

						Cash & Short-term investments		$331.9		$387.5		-$55.6		-14%

						Total debt outstanding		$266.4		$273.3		-$6.9		-3%

						Net leverage ratio		<0x		<0x

						Current remaining performance obligations		$183.5		$155.1		$28.4		18%

						Total remaining performance obligations		$277.0		$250.5		$26.5		11%

						Deferred revenue		$99.9		$84.0		$15.9		19%







						1. Comprised of $146.9m in cash and cash equivalents and $184.9m of short-term investments.

						2. As of Jan 1, 2023 the company’s $266.4 million of debt is composed of $133.2 million at a fixed rate of 3.8%, and $133.2 million at a floating rate based on SOFR Term equal to 6.2%. Overall rate is 5.0%. Guidance incorporates forward yield curve expectations.

						3. Defined as total outstanding debt less cash and short-term investments divided by TTM Adjusted EBITDA.



						LTM Adjusted EBITDA		$   59.8		$   55.7

								Q4-2022		Q4-2021										Q3-2022		Q3-2021

						Current portion of LT Debt		8,593.7		6,875.0										6,875.0		6,875.0

						LT Debt		257,812.5		266,406.0										261,250.0		266,406.0

						Total Debt		266,406.2		273,281.0										268,125.0		273,281.0

						Isuance costs		(2,047.6)		(2,599.3)										(2,185.6)		(2,559.3)

						Total Debt less Issuance Costs		264,358.6		270,681.7										265,939.4		270,721.7

								Q4-2022		Q4-2021										Q3-2022		Q3-2021

						Revenue		60,599		46,313		31%								57,381		43,083		0.33





Simplified view at Dec 31, 2022

				2022 Unit Exchange Impact				Public Shares		Minority Interest		Combined

								(Class A Shares)		(Class B Shares)



				Vested shares - 12/31/2021				97,030,095		55,488,221		152,518,316

						%		63.6%		36.4%		100.0%



						Q1 2022 Exchange Impact		544,302		(544,302)		- 0

						Q1 2022 Vesting		- 0		96,191		96,191



				Vested shares -3/31/2022				97,574,397		55,040,110		152,614,507

						%		63.9%		36.1%		100.0%



						Q2 2022 Exchange Impact		2,898,589		(2,898,589)		- 0

						Q2 2022 Vesting		11,729		54,671		66,400



				Vested shares -6/30/2022				100,484,715		52,196,192		152,680,907

						%		65.8%		34.2%		100.0%				NCI ownership decreased 1.9% in Q2



						Q3 2022 Exchange Impact		4,172,933		(4,172,933)		- 0

						Q3 2022 Vesting		304,317		755,515		1,059,832



				Vested shares -9/30/2022				104,961,965		48,778,774		153,740,739

						%		68.3%		31.7%		100.0%				NCI ownership decreased 2.5% in Q3



						Q4 2022 Exchange Impact		8,830		(8,830)		- 0

						Q4 2022 Vesting		167,478		154,008		321,486



				Vested shares -12/31/2022				105,138,273		48,923,952		154,062,225

						%		68.2%		31.8%		100.0%				NCI ownership increased 1.0% in Q4







				Key shareholder statistics as of 12/31/2022				Public Shares		Minority Interest		Combined		Comments

								(Class A Shares)		(Class B Shares)						

				Vested shares												=		9k class B shares were exchanged into class A public shares in the quarter

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Management, Directors & employees				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				=		0.2M class A shares issued from RSU vesting in the quarter

				Float				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

				Vested (as-if converted) 				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				=		Minority interest  decreased to 31.8% from 36.4% at 12/31/21



				% Controlling vs NCI				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																=		Effective non-GAAP tax rate increased to 18.4% in Q4 from 17.8% in Q3 (68.3% vested Pubco shares x 27% tax rate)1

				Float as %				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

				Management, Directors & employees				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				=		As of 12/31/22, there are 3.6M unvested Class A RSU's and 1.5M unvested Class B MIUs

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																1		Non-GAAP tax rate is based on prior quarter end controlling interest % applied to statutory tax rate



				Key shareholder statistics as of 12/31/2022				Public Shares		Minority Interest		Combined		Comments

								(Class A Shares)		(Class B Shares)						

				Vested shares												=		9k class B shares were exchanged into class A public shares in the quarter

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Management, Directors & employees				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				=		0.2M class A shares issued from RSU vesting in the quarter

				Float				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

				Vested (as-if converted) 				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				=		Minority interest  decreased to 31.8% from 36.4% at 12/31/21



				% Controlling vs NCI				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																=		Effective non-GAAP tax rate increased to 18.4% in Q4 from 17.8% in Q3 (68.3% vested Pubco shares x 27% tax rate)1

				Float as %				ERROR:#REF!				ERROR:#REF!

				Management, Directors & employees				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!				=		As of 12/31/22, there are 3.6M unvested Class A RSU's and 1.5M unvested Class B MIUs

				Sponsor ownership (as-if converted)				ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

								ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

																1		Non-GAAP tax rate is based on prior quarter end controlling interest % applied to statutory tax rate
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Q1 and FY Guidance
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(as of February 23, 2023)

Assumes non-GAAP tax rate of 19%; high single-digit capex

$ MILLIONS, except per share info First Quarter 2023 Full Year 2023

Revenue $56.5 - 58.5 $249.0 - 255.0
% growth 13% - 17% 12% - 15%

Adjusted Operating Profit $13.5 - 14.5 $61.5 - 65.5
% of revenue 24% - 25% 25% - 26%

Adjusted EBITDA $15.0 - 16.0 $67.0 - 71.0
% of revenue 27% - 27% 27% - 28% 

Adjusted Net Income $6.5 - 7.5 $30.0 - 34.0

Adjusted EPS $0.03 - 0.04 $0.19 - 0.23

Diluted weighted average shares 154.5 155.5
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Reconciliation from GAAP gross profit to adjusted 
gross profit

Alerts

TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,

$ THOUSANDS 2022 2021 $ % 2022 2021 $ %

Reported Gross Profit $50,804 $35,415 $15,389 43% $180,028 $125,465 $54,563 43%

Amortization of intangible assets resulting from acquisition-
related purchase accounting adjustments

2,401 5,095 (2,694) (53%) 15,715 20,220 (4,505) (22%)

Equity-based compensation 244 198 46 23% 942 277 665 >100%

Adjusted Gross Profit $53,449 $40,708 $12,741 31% $196,685 $145,962 $50,723 35%

Revenue 60,599 46,313 14,286 31% 222,653 166,154 56,499 34%

Adjusted Gross Margin 88% 88% 88% 88%

THREE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,



Reconciliation from GAAP to non-GAAP operating expenses
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Non-recurring items represent expenses that are typically by nature one-time, non-operational and unrelated to our core operations. 

TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,

$ THOUSANDS 2022 2021 $ % 2022 2021 $ %

GAAP Sales & Marketing $23,523 $17,384 $6,139 35% $89,585 $56,387 $33,198 59%

Equity-based compensation (2,446) (1,363) ($1,083) 79% (13,508) (1,930) ($11,578) >100%

Other non-recurring items (11) (126) $115 (91%) (104) (768) $664 (86%)

   Non-GAAP Sales & Marketing $21,065 $15,894 $5,171 33% $75,973 $53,689 $22,284 42%

GAAP Product Development $10,129 $5,748 $4,381 76% $34,890 $18,565 $16,325 88%

Equity-based compensation (2,504) (729) ($1,775) >100% (7,805) (1,070) ($6,735) >100%

Other non-recurring items (140) (39) ($101) >100% (294) (195) ($99) 51%

   Non-GAAP Product Development $7,485 $4,980 $2,505 50% $26,791 $17,301 $9,491 55%

GAAP General & Administrative $15,217 $11,637 $3,580 31% $48,781 $30,528 $18,253 60%

Equity-based compensation (6,230) (3,329) ($2,902) 87% (14,179) (6,679) ($7,500) >100%

Other non-recurring items (892) (1,302) $410 (31%) (3,384) (3,818) $433 (11%)

  Non-GAAP General & Administrative $8,095 $7,007 $1,088 16% $31,217 $20,031 $11,186 56%

THREE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
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Reconciliation from net income (loss) to adjusted 
operating income and adjusted net income

TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,

$ THOUSANDS 2022 2021 $ % 2022 2021 $ %

Net income (loss) $6,735 ($14,764) $21,499 >(100%) ($22,255) ($61,257) $39,002 (64%)

Interest expense, net 1,483 1,915 (432) (23%) 8,413 25,871 (17,458) (67%)

Income tax (benefit) provision (17,044) 675 (17,719) >(100%) (17,185) 675 (17,860) >(100%)

Loss from Extinguishment of Debt - - 0 Nmf - 9,873 (9,873) Nmf

Other income, net (807) - (807) (100%) (10,236) (143) (10,093) >100%

GAAP Operating loss ($9,633) ($12,174) $2,541 -21% ($41,263) ($24,981) ($16,282) 65%

Transaction, integration and restructuring expenses 1,528 2,955 (1,427) (48%) 7,890 6,287 1,603 25%

Equity-based compensation 11,424 5,619 5,805 >100% 36,434 9,957 26,477 >100%

Other non-recurring items 1,043 1,467 (424) (29%) 3,781 4,780 (999) (21%)

Amortization of intangible assets acquired through business 
combinations

11,969 14,402 (2,433) (17%) 53,667 57,148 (3,481) (6%)

Adjusted Operating Income $16,331 $12,269 $4,062 33% $60,509 $53,191 $7,318 14%

Interest expense, net (1,483) (1,915) 432 (23%) (8,413) (25,871) 17,458 (67%)

Recurring income tax benefit (provision) 1,197 176 1,021 >100% 1,730 176 1,554 >100%

Foreign currency gain (loss) (271) - (271) Nmf 862 143 719 >100%

Tax impacts of adjustments to net income (loss) (5,290) (3,960) (1,330) 34% (18,760) (14,264) (4,496) 32%

Adjusted Net Income $10,484 $6,570 $3,914 60% $35,928 $13,375 $22,553 >100%

THREE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,



Reconciliation from net income (loss) to adjusted EBITDA
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Total Assets

Endpoints Alerts

TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,

$ THOUSANDS 2022 2021 $ % 2022 2021 $ %

Net income (loss) $6,735 ($14,764) $21,499 >(100%) ($22,255) ($61,257) $39,002 (64%)

Interest expense, net 1,483 1,915 (432) (23%) 8,413 25,871 (17,458) (67%)

Income tax provision (17,044) 675 (17,719) >(100%) (17,185) 675 (17,860) >(100%)

Loss from Extinguishment of Debt - - 0 Nmf - 9,873 (9,873) Nmf

Depreciation & amortization 12,686 15,237 (2,551) (17%) 56,904 59,947 (3,043) (5%)

Transaction, integration and restructuring expenses 1,528 2,955 (1,427) (48%) 7,890 6,287 1,603 25%

Equity-based compensation 11,424 5,619 5,805 >100% 36,434 9,957 26,477 >100%

Other income, net (807) - (807) Nmf (10,236) (143) (10,093) >100%

Other non-recurring items 1,043 1,467 (424) (29%) 3,781 4,780 (999) (21%)

Adjusted EBITDA $17,048 $13,104 $3,944 30% $63,746 $55,990 $7,756 14%

Revenue 60,599 46,313 14,286 31% 222,653 166,154 56,499 34%

Adjusted EBITDA margin 28% 28% 29% 34%

THREE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,
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Reconciliation from cash flow from operations to 
unlevered free cash flow

Transaction and integration expenses paid in cash primarily represent legal, accounting and consulting expenses related to our acquisitions; restructuring expenses paid in 
cash primarily represent rent and exit costs related to office relocations; earnout payment represents final settlement of contingent consideration included in cash flow from 
operations; non-recurring items represent expenses that are typically one-time, non-operational in nature, and unrelated to our core operations.

TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,

$ THOUSANDS 2022 2021 $ % 2022 2021 $ %

Cash Flow from Operations ($4,220) $4,219 ($8,439) (200%) $35,579 $25,212 $10,367 41%

Cash interest 3,195 1,982 $1,213 61% 10,443 29,569 ($19,126) (65%)

Transaction, integration and restructuring 
expenses paid in cash

582 2,360 ($1,778) (75%) 6,326 2,523 $3,803 >100%

Payment of earnout in cash from operations - - - - 6,400 - $6,400 Nmf

Other non-recurring Items 1,043 1,467 ($424) (29%) 3,781 4,780 ($999) (21%)

Purchases of property, equipment and other 
assets (4,871) (1,069) ($3,802) >100% (8,326) (6,731) ($1,595) 24%

Unlevered Free Cash Flow ($4,271) $8,959 ($13,230) (148%) $54,203 $55,353 ($1,150) (2%)

Revenue 60,599 46,313 14,286 31% 222,653 166,154 56,499 34%

Unlevered Free Cash Flow Margin -7% 19% 24% 33%

THREE MONTHS ENDED DECEMBER 31,



Basis of presentation
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TAM: TAM or “Total Addressable Market” refers to the revenue opportunity that we believe is available for 
our healthcare commercial intelligence platform, a subset of the Global Healthcare Analytics Market. We 
calculate our TAM by estimating the number of potential customers (including current customers with 
whom we can expand our relationships) across Life Sciences, Healthcare IT, Healthcare Providers and 
Other companies and applying an ARR figure to each segment based on internal company data on existing 
customer spend. For Life Sciences companies, we  applied the average ARR of our top quartile of existing 
customers. For HCIT and Healthcare Providers companies, we applied the average ARR of the top half, and 
for companies in the Other segment, we applied an average ARR based on spend for existing customers in 
each segment for the period ending December 31, 2021

Enterprise Customers: Customers generating more than $100,00 in ARR

Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR): Refers to annualized recurring revenue as of period end.

Net Dollar Retention (NDR): Refers to net dollar retention rate, which we calculate as the percentage of 
ARR retained from existing customers across a defined period, after accounting for upsell, down-sell, 
pricing changes and churn. We calculate net dollar retention as beginning ARR for a period, plus (i) 
expansion ARR (including, but not limited to, upsell and pricing increases), less (ii) churn (including, but not 
limited to, non-renewals and contractions), divided by (iii) beginning ARR for a period.

Revenue: GAAP revenue

Revenue Run Rate: Quarterly GAAP revenue x 4. Reflects revenue extrapolated based on current financial 
information and assumes that current conditions continue 

Organic revenue growth: is calculated as performance as if we had owned an acquired business in the 
same period a year ago 

Adjusted Gross Profit: is calculated as revenue less cost of revenue (excluding acquisition-related 
depreciation and amortization) and a small quantity of stock-based compensation

Gross Profit: Non-GAAP gross profit, defined as revenue less cost of revenue (excluding acquisition-
related depreciation and amortization and equity compensation costs). 

Gross Margin: is calculated as Gross Profit divided by GAAP Revenue

Adjusted Gross Margin: is calculated as Adjusted Gross Profit divided by GAAP Revenue

Non-GAAP Sales and Marketing: is calculated as GAAP Sales and Marketing expense less equity-
compensation costs and non-recurring & one-time items allocated to Sales and Marketing

Non-GAAP Product Development: is calculated as GAAP Product Development expense less equity-
compensation costs and non-recurring & one-time items allocated to Product Development

Non-GAAP General & Administrative: is calculated as GAAP General & Administrative expense less equity-
compensation costs and non-recurring & one-time items allocated to General & Administrative

Adjusted EBITDA: Adjusted EBITDA is defined as earnings before debt-related costs, including interest 
expense, net and loss on extinguishment of debt, income taxes and depreciation and amortization. 
Adjusted EBITDA is defined as EBITDA adjusted to exclude certain items of a significant or unusual nature, 
including other income and expense, equity-based compensation, transaction, integration and 
restructuring expenses and other non-recurring expenses 

Adjusted EBITDA Margin: defined as Adjusted EBITDA divided by GAAP Revenue 

Adjusted Net Income: defined as GAAP Net Income before acquisition-related amortization, stock-based 
compensation, non-recurring tax provision, TRA remeasurement expenses, acquisition-related expenses, 
and other non-recurring expenses. Addbacks are tax effected based on an estimated long-term non-GAAP 
tax rate of 27% applied to the % of Controlling Interest as of prior quarter end. At year end 2022, this 
blended rate was 18.4%.

Unlevered Free Cash Flow (uFCF): Defined as net cash provided from operating activities less purchases 
of property, equipment and other assets, plus cash interest expense and cash payments related to 
transaction, integration and restructuring related expenses, earnouts and other non-recurring items. 
Unlevered Free Cash Flow does not represent residual cash flow available for discretionary expenditures 
since, among other things, we have mandatory debt service requirements

Unlevered Free Cash Flow Margin: is calculated as Unlevered Free Cash Flow divided by GAAP Revenue

Customer Lifetime Value (LTV): Refers to customer lifetime value, or the value that we expect to generate 
from a customer during the period that the customer continues to subscribe to our healthcare commercial 
intelligence platform. We calculate LTV as the product of (i) our average ARR per customer as of period 
end, multiplied by (ii) our Adjusted Gross Margin, divided by (iii) the annual revenue churn rate, which is 
defined as the percentage of ARR associated with customers that cancel during the period divided by the 
ARR at the beginning of the period.

Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC): Refers to the cost of acquiring a new customer. We calculate CAC as 
(i) the sales and marketing expense, including associated indirect costs, such as management and 
overheads, associated with acquiring new customers on a trailing twelve-month basis starting from the 
prior quarter, excluding expenses that are non-cash or one-time in nature, including share-based 
compensation, acquisition-related integration and compensation expenses, and non-recurring items 
divided by (ii) the number of new customers added during the period

Financial Audits: Non-GAAP metrics and historical financials shown throughout the presentation, including 
fiscal year 2019 metrics that combine the predecessor and successor periods, should be considered 
unaudited

Rounding: In some instances, rounding has occurred throughout the presentation
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